TOP RAM BUSINESS IDEA COMPETITION

Are you a student who has a wonderful and exciting idea and is in need of resources to get it started? THE TOP RAM BUSINESS COMPETITION IS HERE FOR YOU!

MONDAY, 9 DECEMBER 2019
DEC CENTER FORUM
9 AM - 2 PM

CALL FOR ENTRIES
LAST DATE TO SEND ENTRIES, NOV 30

THE MATT GLASS AWARD FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND OTHER PRIZES TO BE WON!

WHO CAN ENTER
• Any student with an idea for business
• Any student with a business venture that hasn’t made more than $5000 in revenue since inception
• Any student’s business venture that hasn’t raised more than $500 in funding (This could be in the form of investment, loans, grants, or other competitions)
• Undergrad students enrolled in DEC Business Models can submit their final projects as long as it meets the general criteria
• Graduate students in MBA Business Models courses can submit their final projects as long as it meets the general criteria
• Existing businesses that apply must be less than 3 years operational

HOW TO ENTER
It's easy to apply! To fill out the google form and upload your information go to

www.bit.do/TopRam19

OR
SCAN

If chosen, you will be given 3 minutes to explain your idea, followed by a Q&A by the jury team.

Questions or concerns: Email Ritu.Jadwani@jefferson.edu